AGENDA FOR TODAY

• Introduction - Peter Van der Perre, director ITS.be
• ITS solutions for cyclists: an EU overview - Ronald Jorna, project manager province Overijssel
• Bicycle parking platform Velopark 2.0 - Wout Baert, program manager Fietsberaad Vlaanderen
• Mobilidata usecases for pedestrians & cyclists - Julie Mariën, policy maker ITS department MOW
• Data needs & solutions for bicyclists - Mikaël Van Eeckhoudt, director Fietsersbond
• Discussion and conclusions
PRIORITY DOMAINS

• Multimodality
  » MaaS - Mobility as a Service
  » MMM - Multimodal Mobility Management

• Automotive
  » ACE - Autonomous, Connected and Electrical vehicles
  » RUC - Road User Charging extensions
ACTION PLAN ENABLERS

- **Legal and fiscal enablers**
  - eg mobility budget

- **Market development**
  - eg various forms of support for MaaS providers

- **End-user awareness**
  - eg organisation of end-user experiences

- **Technical enablers**
  - eg access to data, ticketing and payment

- **Infrastructure**
  - eg Mobility hubs

*MaaS action plan*
www.its.be/maas
ITS BENEFITS CYCLIST & PEDESTRIANS

Déconfinement: 40 km de nouvelles pistes cyclables à Bruxelles

Station Gent Sint-Pieters krijgt grootste overdekte fietsenstalling van Europa

Op naar de magische kaap: Leuven gaat voor 10.000 fietsenstallingen aan station
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS
THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING!

All presentation can be found via this link

This link will also be sent to you by mail
ITS.BE EVENTS 2020

- **We 29.1 10.00-12.00 Digital identity management & MaaS**
- **Th 6.2 Vakbeurs mobiliteit**
- **We 12.2 Next steps for the exploitation of autonomous shuttles**
- **We 19.2 MaaS All-hands Antwerp**
- **We 18.3 State-of-the-art RUC (rescheduled)**
- **We 25.3 ITS.be GA Liège**
- **We 1.4 10.00-12.00 Third-party payment systems for MaaS**
- **Tu 28.4 Lessons learnt from the Finnish Transport Act**
- **Th 7.5 Multimodal hubs**
- **We 13.5 ITS benefits cyclists and pedestrians**
- **Th 28.05 14.00-16.00 MaaS All-hands – MaaS after corona [inscribe](#)**
- **We 10.6 10.00-12.00 Interoperable ticketing & payment for public transport - [inscribe](#)**
- **We 17.6 10.00-12.00 Webinar follow-up third-party payment within MaaS - [inscribe](#)**
- **We 24.6 10.00-12.00 The market for (personalised) mobility advisors + sharing end user experiences - [inscribe](#)**
- **!!! Th 24.9 ITS.be Congress (virtual 14-17h) !!! SAVE THE DATE**
- **Su 4 - Th 8.10 World ITS congress (LA)**
- **We 21.10 10.00-12.00 Regional C-ITS profiles**
- **We 18.11 10.00-12.00 Electromobility payment and information**
- **Th 3.12 14.00 – 16.00 MaaS All-hands**
- **We 16.12 10.00-12.00 Towards common MaaS APIs - Need for a competence centre**